
badge-spirations
champions monthly badge inspirations - 

for brownies

Badge-spirations is a
newsletter made by us at
champions especially for
inspiring girls to do there
interest badges. This one is
made specifically for
Brownies!
Have you done any super
badge work you'd like to
feature in the next
newsletter? Get a parent,
carer or leader to send us
some photos!   

What is badge-
spirations  

What are interest
badges? 
Do you remember when you first
joined Brownies? Your leader
would've given you a badge book, in
this book you have lots of badges you
can do at home, these are interest
badges! Doing these will go towards
your theme awards, you do the other
bits for it in unit hours. For your
theme awards you need to do 1
interest badge in each theme, 1 skill
builder in each theme and 3 hours of
unit meeting hours for each theme.  
Did you know if you get 2 theme
awards you can get your Brownie
bronze award. And if you do 4 theme
awards you can get your Brownie
silver award. But if you do all 6
theme awards and the 3 challenges
you can get the Brownie gold award
which is the highest award a Brownie
can get! 
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What would be your
dream job? 

 1. Interveiws 
Ask people what they do,,
How they doit and what
they like about it?

2. Dream job
What do you want to work
as? Will you be a
mechanic, surgeon or
even an astronaut?

3. Advertise it
What do you need to do
for your dream job? You
might need certain
qualification!  

 

Jobs 

Space
Do aliens exist? What's a constellation? How

many planetes are there? There are so many

questions about space! 

1. Constellations 

can you find the North star? What about the

Big Dipper?  

2. Sunsports

Find out what a sunspot is and make a

viewer. 

3. Astronaut training

Your in charge of the new astronauts! Find

out what theres going to need to take with

them, what to eat and what training they'll

need to do.  
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Performing 
You can preform many things, a dance routine, a song or even experiment!

1, plan your performance

Get some ideas of what you can perform, watch someone else's and start planning

your own. 

2. Rehearse

All good performances need practice! Make sure you've got down every step and can

hit all the notes. Do you think you might want outfits for your performance? now is

the time to figure these details out! 

3. Take to the stage 

Now your ready! Get your audience ready because the shows about to begin! 


